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Background documents: 

GST website: https://unfccc.int/topics/global-stocktake/global-stocktake 

Background note and agenda: https://unfccc.int/event/roundtables-on-the-first-technical-dialogue-

td11-of-the-global-stocktake 

Guiding questions: 

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/Draft%20GST1_TA%20Guiding%20Questions.pdf 

Substance reflections: 

- Although “balance” required equal time devoted to tech, CB, and finance on the formal 

agenda, in reality Ps engaged with them much differently, with most time spent on finance, 

tech development and transfer, and capacity building, in that order. Most detailed research 

questions posed, and most reflection on technical inputs, was on finance. 

- On tech, slide presentation by experts Heleen de Coninck and Ambuj Sagar (both active 

RINGOs) focused RT participants on the WG III findings in Chapt 16, notably: 

o Strong unit cost reductions in RE techs and EVs - > competitive with FF tech & 

consequent high uptake (albeit still small) 

o Institutional barriers; slower adoption on most devG cos 

o Systemic: it’s not just hardware, “tech never comes alone, always in a social 

context;” actors = unis, research center, tech firms, consultancies, law firms, gvt’ 

agencies, CSOs that interact with each other and are embedded in an institutional 

context – all = innovation system 

o Suggested how to think about tech dev and transfer in GST: tech RDD (spending and 

FTEs) 

  tech transfer (trade flows) 

 sustainable dev aspects 

  innovation systems 

  international efforts on tech 

- On CB, slide presentation by experts Sonja Klinsky and Minette Nago (both RINGOs) shared 

information from recent publications, but conversation was short given half-full room 

because tech discussion ran over time. 

- On finance, slide presentation by expert Charlene Watson (a RINGO) and one by Silvia 

Kreibiehl shared key points from the WG III chapt 15 and the BA4, especially its new chapter 

analyzing Art 2.1.c financial flows, notably: 

o WGII has no finance chapter, so not enough research on adapt finance 

o Progress on alignment of fin’l flows toward PA goal remains slow 

o 60% increase 2013-14 – 2019/20, but heavily on mitigation; there is a recent gap – 

and notable that capital markets could not close this gap 

o Fundamental inequities in access to finance for devG countries  

 Slow implementation by co’s  

 Micro economic effects put burden on devG co 

o Misallocation of capital, needs regulatory direction 
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o On BA4 specifically: 

 Cli fi flows means scaling up (grants) as well as scaling down (FF 

subsidies) 

 Fig 3.11 BA4 urges deep, wide-ranging action – shows need to phase 

out “inefficient” FF subsidies 

 Table 3.1 BA4: GST will suffer from ill definitions used currently; 

notes current SCF mandate to define cli fi; table 3.1 shows difficulty 

assessing 50-50 split on grant equivalent basis 

 Over time, financing is increasing to SIDS and LDCs, but decreasing % 

is grant based 

 Slide ->Access to cli fi: still high % of international IEs, which impact 

predictability 

 Slide -> GST = Art 9 and 2.1c;  

 Slide -> financing on LnD (sourced to iGST) 

 Conclusion: cli fi ambition is needed to meet 1.5 C; quantitative and 

qualitative aspects must be understood for effective finance; 

rigorous transparency needed 

o Views:  

 Switzerland: 1) capital markets, do you see alignment of public 

provision with priorities of devG co NDCs? 2) what is “shift the gap” 

to investment opportunities? 3) do we have rigorous transparency 

basis for tracking 2.1.c and if not, where are there opportunities? 

 funds are there but need channeling; should come from 

variety of sources and tailored to spec projects 

 pr finance is not feasible for some finance, e.g. adaptation; 

LnD fin needed, noting WGII findings; Glasgow Dialogue is 

not enough 

 GST should account for Covid impact on in-country 

investments and predictability 

 Norway: finance is so linked to county inst’l capacity; need to 

strengthen NDCs, LT goals, policy prescriptions should include 

removing FF subsidies, adding carbon pricing; need to track 2.1.c in 

a proper way, meanings of consistency and alignment could be impt 

output of GST; 

 KSA: GST should focus on Art 9.4 and 9.9 (efficient access) 

 This finance conversation lasted more than 2 hours, causing conflict 

with an Adaptation Fund meeting during the last hour; many Parties 

left room before end. 

Process reflections: 

- Very little sharing of national experiences on tech, CB, and finance, despite explicit request 

in co-facs note and guiding questions. 

- Tendency to spend half the allotted time listening/watching PP presentations, that were not 

provided before the sessions. 

- Observer contributions were balanced with Party contributions, usually/regularly alternating 

between the two. 



- While agenda gave equal time to technology, capacity building, and finance, in reality most 

of the time was spent on finance, then technology, and a much smaller amount on capacity 

building.  This reflected the participants’ interests. 

- World Cafes – with more participants than originally allowed – were useful for getting 

everyone at the small round tables to speak.  The moderators did a good job of bringing 

participants into the conversation. 

Suggestions for GST improvement: 

- Provide TD participants the expert slide presentation at least one day before TD, to decrease 

amount of time listening to experts and increase the amount of time asking them questions 

and discussing findings with each other. 

o Haro’s suggestion in RT1 notes is a good one:  Create “ask the expert” opportunities 

outside of RT settings, structured along the 3 broad themes (M, A, MoI) or more 

specific topics (e.g. energy efficiency, carbon pricing, CDR, non-CO2 emissions, fossil 

fuel subsidies).   

o These could be styled and even paired with the World Cafes. 

- Use the guiding questions to better structure the discussions; although the moderators 

actively discouraged participants from giving pre-prepared statement by verbally 

admonishing them, they did not use the specific questions to help participants to actually 

tailor their remarks. For example, moderators could ask participants to share national 

experiences per the specific guiding questions, to identify lessons learned both in best 

practices and impediments to them. 

- World Cafes were good ice breakers, but the ideas and opinions collected at each one were 

not formally brought back into the TD discussions. Bringing them in formally, perhaps 

organized by the guiding questions, would build momentum from the icebreaker. 

- Allocate more time for finance and less time for tech and capacity building. 

- Statements should be timed by the moderators. People may go over, but it does help to 

create some level of discipline. 

 

 


